"Why Do You Need Money?"

By Anna Von Reitz
Every once in a while, I get some bewildered people who think that I work for the government, asking
me, "Why do you need money?"
Well, let's see..... because I don't get paid for my work, and it takes money to pay expenses, court
fees, travel costs, printer ink, paper, electric bills, lunch for volunteers..... there's a long list of such
constant demands above and beyond all the work that researchers and paralegals and non-Bar
lawyers just donate to this.
Another reason we need money is that unlike virtually everyone else out there, we don't require
people to pay "membership fees" to have access to the information and we don't make them pay for
books of copyrighted forms and we don't charge $2000 per head to help fill out the forms, either. If
we did these things, we wouldn't need donations --- but on the flip side, there would be millions of
innocent people left in the dark and up a creek without a paddle.
So. We make our stuff available for free. And we share and try to help everyone as best we can with
what we have. It is -- WWG1WGA. Literally.
Another reason is that we are not public employees, nobody pays us, we don't get any part of your
taxes as revenue. We are all just Americans like everyone else, plodding along with our own lives,
our own dramas, doing all this as volunteers.
I had a man inform me that he was too busy to do anything to help, because he was in the process of
moving, so it was all up to me. So I sat here at my desk for a moment with my head bowed and then
I shot back a list of what I have facing me in my own little individual human life and role as a GreatGrandma.
You don't want to see that list.
It woke him up to the realities of this situation in short order. No, I am not a well-paid, smug, and
protected Judge in a cushy job just sitting on my velvet tuffet. I am a retiree that was called back
into service as a volunteer and instead of getting paid for this, a lot of what should be my retirement
goes toward the expenses as enumerated above.
I also have all the other burdens of life that everyone else does -- sick grandbabies, electric bills,
dripping faucets, health concerns, and that list goes on for a page and a half ending "….. and to
clean all the toilets in the house before I leave on another trip to try to save the world."
On top of all that, we had a 7.0 Earthquake that really jumbled things up and broke a lot of
equipment and unsettled house foundations and caused other disruption that we are still digging out
of. It is now spring in Alaska, so it's melting and as the frost goes out of the ground we have to
address problems that couldn't be addressed while the ground was frozen. Hello, Houston? There are
house foundations and car port footings and roof repairs.... and all of that takes away from what we,

Alaskans, can put toward the expenses of researchers in Minnesota and Illinois and Utah --volunteers, most of whom are elderly themselves and on limited budgets.
I guess some people need more than a wake up call. Anyone who could ask "why do you need
money?" is probably not dealing with all the facts, so here they are.
Americans --- not "US Citizens" --- are owed trillions of dollars worth of land and trusts and precious
metals, but the "US Citizens" can't pay anyone. So what they are doing is offering our assets to pay
their debts and our position as their Priority Creditors is not being brought forward by anyone but
you, me, and the chickens.
As a result, Americans stand to lose everything and there is the very real prospect of a worldwide
bankruptcy and shut down that would make the Great Depression and those 1930's G-5 bankruptcies
look like child's play ---- unless the work that we are doing here and now succeeds.
The schemers who set up the Federal Reserve System and the idiots that dreamed up Bretton Woods
are cows that have come home. The "asset to credit ratio" that should be always within the realm of
nature, is completely blown into fairyland and beyond. There is no way to "fix it" by any normal
means. Not by a GCR, not by a Brexit, and not by enslaving Mankind for the next billion years.
The banks worldwide can't ever pay what they owe, so the military goes, "Uh-oh!" and now you know
why the plot to kill off ninety percent of humanity exists. It's not because of pollution. It's not
because of inability to feed people and animals. It's not because of anything but human greed and
stupidity. The people who got us all into this Mess don't have brains enough to get us out, so their
answer is --- well, let's just kill everyone off, seize their assets, collect the life insurance policies, and
start over.
So. What do you do? Stand there like dumb cattle? Ask me why I need money to bring forward your
claims and enforce other solutions that can actually work and keep the boat afloat?
It's not "me" that needs money. It's you that needs money applied in a way that will save your lives
and homes and families. And as I look around, our group and a few others are the only ones out here
doing the work and developing the systemic remedies that are needed. So that is why we need
money.
And that is why you all need to get your BC's and Witness Testimonies together, get your paperwork
recorded, assemble your States of the Union, restore the government you are owed, batten the
hatches, and yes, send whatever you can possibly squeeze into our efforts here.
We are in the process of joining with two other major well-known law research groups and this is very
good news because it expands the data base and capabilities and range of skills we have -- but
again, and even though nobody gets paid a dime for doing the work, the expenses expand along with
the increase of these capabilities.
So, that, too, is why we need money and why we can't do it alone and why it is in fact to everyone's
benefit to put the hammer down and get this job done.
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